
Release Notes: Atlas Chiropractic System Update v5.39

Version: 5.39

What’s New

OAuth2 support for Microsoft emails

Middle click on patient profile tab closes the patient profile

Additional provider columns and search functionality added to conversion utility 

Image import settings added to System Settings to allow for changes to settings in cases where the current settings prevent the 

printer/scanner driver from returning control to Atlas

Check article schedule when manually arriving patients

What’s Fixed

Automatic Statement failure count adjusted to ensure statements that didn’t go out for valid reasons (no transactions or balance not 

meeting selected requirements) do not artificially inflate the failure count

Ignore inactive services when adding entire service groups to insurance plans

Sort order corrected for monthly statements when grouped by provider

Reworked sort order for insurance charges/write-offs on statements to keep transactions displayed next to the original service charge

Added “.jpeg” to the list of file types filtered by default when importing images

Default find field can now be set to phone number or patient id in system settings

Added support for blank form answers when encrypting and decrypting during the sync process

Adding claims to secondary insurance properly reflects the remaining amount where appropriate

Updated Exams link to point to the Conversations App when Conversations license is valid for site

Limit subjective questions answers to answers provided for the current appointment only

Corrected subtotal lines for scheduled statement sending report and added a third grouping to separate legitimate failures from 

statements that didn’t send due to not meeting the set requirements (transactions or balance) 

Additional support added for families called to the same table where 1 or more family members are being seen by a different provider

At least one family member must be selected when booking appointments for families

Forte postdated payments syncing in process postdated payment, updating the grid after downloading

Visual calling with queue now only shows the specified provider’s rooms when single provider visual calling is set

Ensure all default insurance plan settings are displayed when creating a new insurance plan on a patient and the default settings are 

selected

Use current logged in provider to filter appointments searched when a patients logs in at the VTC where appropriate

Moved overlapping fields on the move appointment screens to ensure responsiveness

Corrected sizing issue with problem label on VTC

Allow for compounded changes to patient family with a single save

Ensured proper encryption and decryption of sensitive login information for Forte payments when submitting payments

Increased efficiency of family statements

Added daily summary by clinic report to report groups in order to allow/disallow the report to be emailed

How do I know which version I am running?

Check the title bar in your Atlas Software.  The title bar displays the Atlas Chiropractic Software name, the Current Logged In Atlas 

User, the Current Logged in Windows (Computer) User and the current Program (P) and Database (D) version number.



VTC Problem header reverted back to a red outline

Check for ON statement code when printing statements for families

Corrected overlapping text in the problem section of the VTC

Cancelling an arrival also cancels the generated subjective note to avoid duplication

Plan Transactions (the sale of a health plan) can not be voided 

Support for longer clinic addresses

Reworked statement emailing to account for family cases where statements may be sent out of order

New option for displaying family trees for sites currently experiencing difficulty with the traditional tree display

Flex

Corrected reference to insurance plan when posting transaction from VTC that is covered by a health plan

Check for inactive exam forms when listing exams such that only active are displayed

 

Customer Support:

Atlas Support personnel are trained specifically on the Atlas Chiropractic Software. On occasion, they are able to assist with general computer support 
(networking, antivirus, and configuration). Atlas recommends that issues outside of the scope of Atlas Support be directed to the appropriate Support professional. 
A qualified, onsite IT technician can provide you with the most accurate information to resolve your Technical Issues. Atlas Support may be able to assist your 
technician in resolving issues regarding your Operating System or System Maintenance, to help facilitate the proper function of Atlas.

Support Contact Information:

Mon-Thur: 8am to 7:30pm EST Fri: 8am to 4:30pm EST

Phone: 1-866-76ATLAS (2-8527)

Fax: 1-226-315-1900

Email: support@atlaschirosys.com

Copyright / Trademark: This manual is designed to explain the features and functions of the Atlas Chiropractic Software, Generation 3. There are some features or 
functions that will not be available to Generation 1 customers.

Atlas Chiropractic System reserves the right to make changes or amendments to the User Manual at any time without obligation to notify users of such changes. 
Due to these changes, Atlas does not guarantee the accuracy of the information.

The trademarks mentioned in this document are the property of their respective owners. Complying with copyright and software licensing laws is the responsibility 
of the end-user.
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